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ABSTRACT
The complete necrosis of malignant biological tissue can be achieved, when the op-
timal parameters (generation of ice ball around the cryoprobe, ablation ratio, cooling
power requirement) are known to the cryo surgeon. In this study the optimal parameters
(volume of ice ball around the cryoprobe, ablation ratio, cooling power requirements)
are predicted and compared to maximise the tissue necrosis. Surgical parameters like
lethal zone, frozen zone and ablation ratio are studied for different placements of cry-
oprobes. The percentage increase in ice ball volume (obtained at the end of freezing
cycle, i.e. 10 min considering with and without central cryoprobe configurations) de-
creases with increase in the number of offset cryoprobe at same opereating conditions.
It was observed that with the increase in offset cryoprobes, there was no remarkable
growth on ablation ratio at the end of freezing process. However, the less number of off-
set cryoprobes resulted in effective ablation during the early stage of freezing process.
Also, the cooling power requirement increases with increase in the number of offset cry-
oprobes and also increases with decrease in cryoprobe temperature.
Keywords:Cryosurgery, Multiprobe, frozen and lethal zone, iceball volume, Ablation
ratio, Cooling power, necrosis.
x
CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Cryosurgery, likewise alluded as cryo treatment or cryo removal, is a novel surgical pro-
cedure which utilizes compelling solidifying to obliterate unhealthy tissue . Present
day time of cryosurgery started with the improvement of computerized cryo surgical
hardware in the 1960s. Utilizing solidifying as the intends to pulverize undesirable tis-
sues, cutting edge cryosurgery presents numerous surprising merits over its aggressive
modalities. Cryosurgery is led bymethod for a cryoprobe either by putting its constantly
cooled tip on or into the tissue to be solidified. Cryogens (utilized as a coolingmedium )
which have been utilized as a part of cryosurgery incorporate fluid nitrogen, nitro-
gen oxide, strong carbon dioxide, fluid argon having bubbling temperature of −196OC ,
−89.5OC ,−78.5OC ,−187OC separately [1]. By and large fluid nitrogen is utilized for cryo-
gen on account of least bubbling temperature. Cryosurgery is broadly connected in the
treatment of different undesired harmful and non-carcinogenic tissues in liver, lung,
kidney, prostrate, cerebrum, skin, bosom, bone and so on. One of the key point of pref-
erence of cryosurgery is that cell pulverization is confined which minimizes harm to
encompassing sound tissue [2]. The objective of this surgical system is to expand the an-
nihilation of target tissue while minimizing the harm to encompassing solid tissue. Two
components of tissue damage, prompt and deferred, are connected with cryosurgery.
The prompt pulverization includes direct obliteration of cells while the deferred con-
jures post application harm because of the obliteration of veins or deferred invulnera-
ble framework [1, 3] The essential strategy obliges quick solidifying to deadly tempera-
ture of tissue, moderate defrosting, and reiteration of the stop defrost cycle. Ice-front’s
positions, holding time span, stop defrost cycles, solidifying rate and instigated warm
push ought to be legitimately checked for the ideal demolition of undesired tissue. The
cryosurgeon screens the solidifying process by method for restorative imaging, for ex-
1
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ample, ultrasound or MRI and conforms the cooling force of the person cryoprobe ap-
propriately to augment the cell passing and minimize the pulverization of encompass-
ing typical tissue or organ.
With the end goal of cryosurgical arranging, it is very attractive to register the pro-
cedure of ice spread and warm history inside the ice-ball, which can’t be controlled by
imaging. Mechanized arranging helps specialists in preplanning of surgery. To focus the
impact of cooling rate, introduction of cryoprobe temperature, stop defrost cycle and
game plan of cryoprobe on the debasement of destructive cells and warm history inside
of the tumor, numerical recreations can be profitable help. Such an apparatus resounds
well with specialists, furnishing themwith the ability to boost the viability of the surgery.
Numerical recreation can turn out to be more beneficial progressively operation to an-
ticipate the inward warm history of the objective tissue.
1.1 Mechanism of cryosurgery
The destructive effect of freezing tissue has been categorized into two major mecha-
nisms, one immediate and the other delayed. The immediate destruction is due to the
direct destruction of cells while the delayed invokes post application damage due to the
destruction of blood vessels or delayed immune system. The immediate process in-
volves formation of intracellular and extracellular ice- crystals. As tissue temperature
falls below zero degree, ice- crystals form in extracellular space and in microvascula-
ture; this removes water from biological system and invokes hyperosmotic drying of the
tissue, further tissue ablation starts. Higher rate of freezing produces intracellular ice
crystals which causes progressive cell destruction [1, 3, 4, 5]. Delayed mechanism is
operative during thawing. The cryogen circulation is stopped for certain time duration
which causes the failure of microcirculation. Less cryogenic harm produces insufficient
tissue demolitionwhile more cryogenic damagemay stretch out harmful impacts to en-
compassing typical tissue. For ideal cryoablation of the infected tissue, it is important
to be concerned on taking after controlling parameters:
1. Cooling rate: In cryosurgery, quick cooling rate i.e. more than−50OC/min pro-
duces intracellular ice- gems which is more dangerous. Survey of trial informa-
tion proposed that cooling rates of −3oC/min, −22oC/min and −50OC/min are
needed so as to affect intracellular ice in neoplastic cells, liver also, dunning AT-
Tumor [3]. Such higher rates of cooling must be accomplished near to the cry-
oprobe and further away it brings down, and entire tissue is not subjected to quick
cooling. Farrant,Walter andMazur bolster that cooling rate is not a prime variable
for cryosurgery. They recommended that the cells are presented to assorted warm
profiles for diverse times [3, 6, 7, 8].
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2. Temperature: Cryosurgical treatment obliges that deadly tissue temperature ought
to be accomplished in all parts (entire) of the tumor. The lethality of solidifying in-
crements as temperature falls an increasing amount. Mazur expressed that the
deadly temperature extent is between −5oC to −50OC [7]. As per Cooper, −20OC
temperature for 1 min time span is adequate to create corruption [9]. Rivoire et al.
[10] discovered −15OC temperature is expected to create complete corruption. In
trialwith rodent liver, Smith and Fraser recommended that necrotic impact enacts
at −15OC , yet they moreover watched that some undesired cell survival was con-
ceivable at this temperature [3, 11, 12]. The treatment of tumor obliges a tissue
temperature at which all the irregular cells are positively dead. It demonstrates
the significance of deadly tissue temperature in cryosurgery, particularly for the
treatment of malignancy. Because of varieties in affectability and thermophysi-
cal properties of ordinary and destructive tissue, it is difficult to achieve the lethal
temperature of the ailing tissue. From the survey of all test studies the end point
temperature beneath−40OC has been viewed as prime element for tissue obliter-
ation [3, 12].
3. Freezing duration: a measure of ideal solidifying length of time, i.e. to what ex-
tent tissue ought to be held in a solidified state, is not known before the surgery.
Mazur expressed that the rate of cell passing is most noteworthy when tissue is
held at temperature above than −30OC [6]. Underneath that temperature, little
water stays unfrozen,so term is less critical. In any case, other cryosurgical exam-
inations demonstrated its significance. Prolongation of solidifying was thought to
be invaluable in trials with bosom tumors in creatures. Longer solidifying likewise
created more harm to the ligament of the ears of pigs. Gage and Baust recom-
mended that stop length of time is immaterial if the tissue is held at temperatures
colder than −50OC , however holding tissue at hotter temperature i.e. more than
−40OC , will increment damaging impact.
4. Thawing rate: Defrosting rate ought to bemoderate and proceeded for more time
period; quick defrost rates permit cell survival. Inside of temperature scope of
−20OC to -25OC , defrost is more critical because of maximal development of ice-
precious stones. On the off chance that tissue is held at this temperature for more
span, cell passing is more powerful because of recrystallization procedure which
delivers extensive ice precious stones. Prolongation of defrost is profitable in cell
harm just on the off chance that it is handled totally [2, 3, 8].
5. Repetitive freeze-thawcycles: Fast solidifying andmoderate defrosting don’t promise
powerful cell devastation. Accordingly, the cryosurgery procedure ought to be cus-
tomized in such an approach to create suitable deadly impact to certain volume
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of tissue. Presently stop defrost cycle came into idea, each of which cycle is harm-
ful to cells [2]. Amid reiteration of cycles, a few times cells experience through
irritated warm conditions than the warm conditions for their survivability, this
prompts more volume of cell demise. Stop defrost cycle is more damaging if re-
dundancy is performed inside of temperature scope of−20OC to−30OC . Intracel-
lular ice development is dynamic in rehashed cycles, which reasons tissue scraped
area. Utilization of rehashed stop defrost cycle is likewise helpful in treatment of
malignant tumor [3, 12].
1.2 Monitoring cryosurgery
Disgraceful observing of cryosurgical procedure may prompt either inadequate surgery
or an extra undesired harm to sound tissue. Accordingly, for ideal decimation of un-
healthy item, checking ought to be performed absolutely and all the while degree of so-
lidifying ought to be assessed. There are taking after methods for cryosurgery checking.
1.2.1 Local monitoring technique
Nearby checking strategies are taking into account thermometry and impedancemetry.
In first case, thermocouples are embedded inside the tissue to be solidified for direct
estimationof nearby temperature and in second case terminal needles are put inside the
objective tissue to recognize solidifying actuated changes in nearby impedance. While
thermometry and impedancemetry have a significant commitment to cryosurgery, they
likewise have some real disadvantages. Both are intrusive also, have restricted warm
data (just for embedded site) [13]. Subsequently, absence of definite information may
forward to blame result.
1.2.2 Imagemonitoring technique
In cryosurgery, ultrasound was the first imaging method utilized as a part of clinical
cryosurgery on the grounds that it was less demanding to utilize and conservative. A
few systems are accessible for acoustic imaging of the body. A short beat of electrical vi-
tality is changed over into a burst of acoustic vitality with a piezoelectric transducer. The
weight wave that is delivered engenders through the body. At the point when the weight
heartbeat experiences the limit between areas with diverse acoustic impedance,part of
thewave is reflected back to the transducerwhere it is changed over back to an electrical
motivation. The piezoelectric transducer capacities both as an emitter and a finder. In
entire body imaging it is accepted that the speed of the acoustic wave is pretty nearly
1450 m/s. At the point when weight waves come back to the piezoelectric component,
the deliberate time of flight of these wave output be joined with learning of the tissue
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wave pace to focus the area of the acoustic impedance irregularity. Two-dimensional
pictures of acoustic discontinuities in tissue can be delivered utilizing numerous piezo-
electric components and PC investigation of the information. The precision of ultra-
sound pictures is restricted by the presumption of the wave speed in tissue.Freezing in-
terfaces can be helpfully checked with customary ultrasound on the grounds that there
is an expansive distinction in acoustic impedance in themiddle of ice andwater. Ice ba-
sically mirrors all the acoustic vitality, subsequently whole solidifying region looks dull.
Ultrasound can just catch the picture of the solidifying interface before transducer,
this is the issue connected with ultrasound.Magnetic reverberation imaging (MRI) pro-
duces a picture of the body organ by applying a substituting attractive field. It creates a
picture of proton thickness, which nearly identifies with tissue structures. X-ray delivers
an exact three-dimensional picture of solidifying interface; in this way it can be utilized
to figure the temperature appropriation in the solidified area. X-ray has tackled the is-
sue experienced by ultrasound as it has the capacity deliver constant three-dimensional
picture off solidified tissue without acoustic shadowing. On the other hand, high cost
and exceptional surgical environment may utmost its use.
Another imaging strategy is optical checking; it beats the issue of ultrasound and is
additionally less extravagant. It utilizes two strategies: one uses the season of flight of
a proton through the tissue, and other is in light of diffusing attributes of the tissue. In
both the techniques, light is discharged on one tissue-surface and recognized on other.
Tomography is then used to remake the picture from the optical properties of the tis-
sue. Adequate optical differentiation ought to exist to catch the continuous changes in
tissue while solidifying. Electrical impedance tomography (EIT) is another new strategy
that may give an reasonable and adaptable supplement to existing cryosurgical check-
ing procedures. Infusing little sinusoidal electrical streams into the body andmeasuring
the subsequent voltages through a terminal cluster creates a run of the mill EIT picture.
An impedance picture of the tissue is then created from the voltage informationutilizing
a remaking calculation [13].
1.2.3 Mathematical modeling
Above imaging procedures just screen the external solidifying front and those are not
ready to give warm data inside the solidified tissue. At that point scientific models
started to be to foresee the warm history inside of the objective article and the degree
of solidifying. In view of bio-warmthmathematical statement, warmth exchangemodel
has been produced to portray cryosurgical process numerically. Numerous researchers
have forced scientific systems to assess and advance the cryosurgical arranging. It can
be utilized by specialists as a part of ongoing cryosurgery. Be that as it may, to make it
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more viable there is requirement for the consideration of cutting edge numerical meth-
ods [2]
1.3 Advantages of cryosurgery over conventional surgical
treatment
1. Minimal invasion of tissue
2. Less bleeding
3. Local application
4. Less time taking
5. Anesthetic capabilities
6. Repetition of procedure
7. Minimal hospitalization
8. Less expensive
1.4 Review of Literature
In the treatment of cancer, a sufficiently low temperature should be ensured so as to ef-
fect complete destruction. Mazur [7] defines the critical temperature for cell destruction
within the range of −5OC to −50OC . Intracellular ice forms in prostate cells at temper-
atures below −40OC [14], which, therefore, serves as a target temperature in this appli-
cation. Other investigators suggest that even higher temperatures, e.g., −20OC , may be
lethal to the cells [15]. The cooling rate maintained at the freezing front has also been
cited as a factor that determines the survival of the frozen tissue [16]. Cryosurgery of a
biological tissue or tissue-simulating gel with one or multi-cryoprobe have been stud-
ied both experimentally and numerically by many researchers [17–20]. Consequently,
investigators employ numerical solution techniques, e.g., the front trackingmethod [21]
or the enthalpy method [22]. The application of multiprobes in tissue like substances
was analysed by Keanini and Rubinsky [23] who presented a general technique for op-
timising cryosurgical procedures. Rewcastle et al. [18] analysed the ice ball formation
using an axisymmetric, finite difference model around a single cryoprobe. Model pre-
dictions were compared to measured data and were found to conform to within ±5oC .
Jankun et al. [24] developed an interactive software simulation package (CRYOSIM ) for
cryoablation of the prostate by liquid nitrogen operated cryoprobes. Themodel is based
on a finite difference numerical technique.
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For optimisation of multiprobes, Baissalov et al. [25] discussed a semiemphrical
treatment planningmodel. In order to analyse the 3D heat transfer problem in a model
of prostate, they developed a finite element procedure. The locations of the frozen front
were predicted and compared to X-ray readings within ±2mm. They considered six cry-
oprobes at equal radial distances from a central urethral warmer. A 3D finite differ-
ence ice ball formation for one, three and five cyroprobes was analysed by Rewcastle
et al. [19]. A 3.4mm diameter argon-operated probes with 30mm long active segments
yielded close comparisons to experimental data in gelatin. Assuming an ablative tem-
perature of -40°C, it was found that themaximumablative ratios for three and five probe
configurations were 0.21 and 0.3 respectively. For the same time interval, it was found
that the ablation ratio for three probe configuration was higher than the correspond-
ing five probe configuration. A finite model of multiprobe cryosurgery of the prostate
was presented by Wan et al. [26] based on a variation principle. Rabin and Shitzer [20]
presented a cooling power requirement by cryoprobe for freeze cycle. For instance, the
lowest cryoprobe temperature of -126oC (Joule Thomson effect) require a power 35%
lower than that required for the cryoprobe temperature(liquidNitrogen) of -196oC . Ma-
galov et al. [27] studied themultiprobe configuration experimentally and numerically in
which they considered the four configurations of placing three probes. They found that,
the far apart placement configurations which produces themaximum volume enclosed
by iceball front were always more than the other configuration. But, they found entirely
opposite trend for −20OC and −40OC iceballs. In computerised planning of prostate
cryosurgery, Rossi et al. [28] used bubble-packing method for the planning. They stud-
ied the process withmultiprobe at different insertion depths. Recently, an effective finite
differences method was proposed for simulation of bioheat transfer in irregular tissues
by He et al. [29] and extended the alternating direction implicit finite-difference metod
(ADI-FDM) algorithm to reduce the staircase effects resulting due to irregular bound-
ary. For simulating the cryosurgery process software package ANSYS or finite difference
methodwas used bymost of the investigtors and they approximated the cylindrical cry-
oprobe with the cuboidal cryoprobe.
Cryosurgergy of a biological tissuewith the effect of central probewas studied by Ku-
mar.A. [30] Thiswork is an extension to previouswork. The purpose of present study is to
find out the optimal cryoprobe configuration among the four, five and six offset with or
without central probe to maximise the cell necrosis. The multiblock, non-orthogonal,
body-fitted-grid system was taken to study a phase change problem in a complex ge-
ometry created by the presence of cryoprobes, and finite volume formulation method
is used for solving the present numerical model for obtaining the discritised governing
differential equation.
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1.5 Outline of the thesis
Comparision among different cryoprobe configuration for effective necrosis of biologi-
cal tissue is the main work of this thesis. This thesis consists of three chapters. A brief
description of each chapter is given below.
Chapter 1: This chapter consists of general background of cryosurgery, mechanism of
tissue freezing, monitoring techniques of cryosurgery, importance of mathemati-
cal modeling and, literature review and objective of the study.
Chapter 2: In this chapter a three-dimensional numerical model for cryosurgery is de-
veloped for comparing different cryoprobe configurations with and without cen-
tral probe. The irregular boundary resulting due to the presence of cryoprobes is
taken care by body-fittedmulti-block non-orthogonal grids. The thermo-physical
properties of biological tissue are considered as a function of temperature as phase
change takes place over a wide temperature range for the biolog- ical tissue. The
fundamental Pennes equation has been used to study the heat transfer during
cryosurgery process. The Pennes heat transfer equation in its usual form is given.
Numerical code is validated against the analytical results of one-dimensional phase
change problem and three-dimensional heating of a semi-infinite slab due to a
moving point source.
Chapter 3: In this chapter, the results obtained for different cryoprobe congfigurations
are discussed and compared. On the basis of these results, the conclusions are
drawn.
CHAPTER 2
MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
Out and out six distinct arrangements of cryoprobe situationhave been considered. Fig-
ure 2.2 demonstrates the distinctive setups concentrated on in this study. All the coun-
terbalance tests are set at the same spiral area of 10 mm from the focal hub and they
are embedded into the tissue to the same profundity of 60 mm; the dynamic length be-
ing 20 mm. Additionally, all the tests are comparative in measurement having diameter
equivalent to 3 mm. At first the tissue is thought to be at uniform temperature of 370C.
2.1 The governing equation
For studying heat transfer during cryosurgery the fundamental Pennes equation is uused.
The Pennes heat transfer has been taken in its usual form is given as
∂(ρH)
∂t
= ∇ · (k∇T )+m˙bcb(Tb −T )+Q˙m (2.1)
where ρ is the density of the tissue, H = h+
∫
c dT , is the total specific enthalpy, h is
the specific sensible enthalpy, c is the specific heat at constant pressure, m˙b is the blood
perfusion rate, T is the temperature, and Q˙m is the metabolic heat generation rate.
The Pennes equation is similar to the general heat diffusion equation with excep-
tion of the second and the third terms appearing in the right hand side of equation 2.1.
The second and third terms on the right hand side of the equation represent the inter-
nal heat sink due to blood flow and metabolism, respectively. It has been assumed that
blood enters the target tissue with fixed temperature Tb . It has been observed that for
a particular body mass and activity, the heat generated due to metabolic process is rel-
9
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Figure 2.1: Cryoprobe placement configurations for symmetrically placed four, five, and
six cryoprobes with or without a central cryoprobe
atively constant. The numerical solution of equation 2.1 is obtained for the following
assumptions:
1. Heat transfer in the tissue is purely by diffuson;
2. Phase transition occurs over a wide temperature range between −0.53oC (upper
limit) and −8oC (lower limit) [20, 31];
3. Thermal conductivity varies drastically with the temperature;
4. Blood perfusion andmetabolism act as heat sink for the unfrozen tissue.
2.2 Solution approach
The three-dimensional dispersion comparisonwith phase change, blood perfusion, and
metabolism system is discretised on an organized multiblock non-orthogonal grid sys-
tem utilizing finite volume approach. In light of the symmetry of the tissue stand out
one-eighth, one-tenth, and one-twelfth part of the tissue is recreated for configuration
1-2, configuration 3-4, configuration 5-6 individually. A common computational do-
main with grid densities at diverse pivotal areas is indicated in figure 2.2. This figure 2.2
also indicates that the presence of central probe. Diverse shades of the limit are illus-
trative of the distinctive pieces utilized as a part of the reproduction. The axial length
is additionally demonstrated in the figure. The axial length of the computational area
is taken as 100 mm while is taken equivalent to 60 mm. The aforementioned separa-
tions are discovered adequate to force the basal body temperature, 37oC , condition at
the limits of the space. It ought to be noticed that grids are laid in such a way that grid
density is higher close to the extensive temperature inclination zone (i.e. close to the
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Axis
Figure 2.2: a typical computational domain
cryoprobes) also, it is lower at the limits of the area. A multiblock grid system having
five blocks of 24×12×96, 36×24×96, 36×12×96, 12×12×36, and 36×12×36 control vol-
umes is found sufficient to resolve the temperature fields and the frozen and the un-
frozen fronts during the freezing process for the case of configurations with a central
cryoprobe while the respective control volumes are 24×12×96, 36×24×96, 36×12×96,
12×12×96, and 36×12×36 for the case of configurations without the central cryoprobe.
Case in point, figure 2.3 demonstrates the variation of ablation ratio and the cooling
power with time for two arrangements of grid densities. The fine grid density relates to
the aforementioned control volumes. It can be seen that with expansion in number of
control volumes the adjustment in expectations is practically unimportant. The diffu-
sive term and the precarious term are discretised utilizing central difference schemes
and the implied three time level technique (a quadratic in reverse close estimation) sep-
arately offering ascent to second order accuracy in space and also in time. Definite dis-
cussion about implicit three time level plan and the structured multiblock system here
can be found in Ferziger and Peric [32]. Settled network enthalpy method, because of
Voller and Prakash [33], is used to take care of the phase change issue.
2.3 Code validation
Thepresent numerical code is accepted against the expository after effects of one-dimensional
stage change issue and three-dimensional warming of a semi-unbounded section be-
cause of a moving point source and the distributed trial consequence of temperature
history at few focuses in a solidifying gel
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Figure 2.3: Grid independency test
2.3.1 Melting in a semi-infinite domain
A solid, x ≥ 0, initially at the melting temperature Tm is considered for this case [34].
Surface of the solid at x = 0 is raised to a temperature Tw (> Tm) at time t = 0 andmain-
tained at this constant value for times t > 0. Thus melting starts at the surface and the
melting front moves in the positive x-direction. Being at the uniform temperature Tm
throughout, there is no heat transfer in the solid phase. Only diffusion-controlled phase
change with constant thermo-physical properties values have been considered for this
purpose. The exact solution for the position of the melting front is given by Kakac and
Yener [34]. For numerical purpose the semi-infinite domain is considered to be of finite
length lsol i d . The thermo-physical properties of the solid, Tw and Tm are chosen in such
a way that Stefan number Ste = c(Tw −Tm)/L= 1. The numerical prediction matches
quite well with the anlytical solution [35]. The above validation shows the capability of
present numerical code to handle phase change phenomena precisely.
2.3.2 Three dimensional heating of a semi-infinite slab due to a mov-
ing point source
the computer code is approved against a three-dimensional logical answer for heating
of a semi-infinite slab with a moving heat point source at first glance [36]. The slab is
infinite in the x and y bearings. The model considered for the present issue is indicated
in figure 2.4 . The point source is moving with speed -U in the -x direction ( the semi-
infinite slab is moving towards the heat source with U in the x course). Plane CDEF is a
plane of symmetry. Heat loss from the surface by any methods is ignored. The system-
atic answer for quasi steady temperature distribution in the semi-infinite slab is given
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Figure 2.4: Computationalmodel for 3-D heating of a slab
by
T −T0 =
P
2pikr ′
exp
(
U
(x′− r ′)
2α
)
(2.2)
where
x′ = x−xpoi nt
r ′ =
√(
x−xpoi nt
)2
+
(
y − ypoi nt
)2
+
(
z− zpoi nt
)2
xpoi nt , ypoi nt and zpoi nt are the x, y and z co-ordinates of the locaton of the point
source respectively.
For the numerical solution, the present computer code is used in a domain of size
18units× 12units× 12units. Other inputs are T0 = 0unit, P = 10units, k = 1unit, U =
10units, α = 1unit. The point source is located at xpoi nt = 6units, ypoi nt = 12units and
zpoi nt = 0unit. Tempearture values obtained by the three-dimensional diffusion model
on a line AB, which is located at z = 0.04 units, are comparedwith the analytical solution
given above and a good match is found between them [35]. Also, the analytical temper-
ature fields on the top plane EFGH and the symmetry plane CDEF are compared and
both the predictions agree quite well.
2.3.3 Freezing of a gel
The following acceptance determines the precision of the created present numerical
model by contrasting the forecasts and the distributed exploratory results. The present
numerical code is accepted against the distributed consequence of Rewcastle et al.[18].
They considered a tissue-reproducing gel (1.4% gelatin arrangement) in a barrel shaped
perspex geometry where they recorded the temperature of a solidifying gel by putting
thermocouples at a separation of 10 mm from the axis of the probe. The phase change
occurred in the temperature interim of [−4oC , 0oC ]. Further, the blood stream and the
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Figure 2.5: Temperature history at three locations
metabolic heat generations were not present for the gel. Figure 2.4 demonstrates a cor-
relation between the processed temperatures, at the area of three thermocouples having
organizes (10mm, 36mm), (10mm, 46mm), and (10mm, 56mm), and the trial temper-
atures acquired by Rewcastle et al. [18]. The exploratory slip on the temperature was
assessed to ±1.4oC also, in this way, the present numerical results concur well with the
distributed trial results.
CHAPTER 3
Results and Discussion
3.1 Generation of isotherm
The three dimensional numericalmodelling is used to generate the isothermswithin the
ice ball. By taking the initial temperature of simulated ice ball to a uniform body tem-
perature of 370C and modifying output enables the generation of isotherms about the
cryoprobes at different times during the ice ball formation. Isotherms were generated
for cryoprobe temperatures of −126OC and −196OC in a radial longitudinal plane for
different configurationswith andwithout central cryoprobe. Here isothermswere taken
in sectional view and symmetrical view. It should be noted that because of symmetry of
the problem results are obtained only for 1/8, 1/10 and 1/12 portion of the tissue and
are presented in the following section.
Isotherms about the cryoprobe at 30, 60, 90, 150, 300 and 600s respectively from
the flow of cryogen was initiated (10min) for different configurations. Isotherms for
sectional view 300C , −0.530C , −400C , -750C , -1100C and for symmetrical view 200C
,−0.53OC , -200C −40OC , -600C , -800C , -1000C were plotted for the cryoprobe tem-
perature of −126OC (produced by the expansion of a high pressure gas usually argon or
nitrogen), and −196OC (produced by boiling of the liquid nitrogen) in the most appro-
priate plane of the iceball (20 mm from the cryoprobe tip).
Cancerous cell destruction occurs due to extra cellular ice formation between the
temperature of −400C and −200C and intracellular ice formation temperature less than
the −400C . However, lower end temperature −400C called lethal temperature, is con-
sidered for measuring of destruction of cancerous tissue. Temperature−0.530C consid-
ered as freezing temperature. The thermo physical properties of biological tissue are
listed 3.1. The lethal front propagation for various configurations are obtained on ax-
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ial plane which coincide with z-plane passing through middle of active length of cry-
oprobe (Z=50mm). Below description gives the comparative study on different parame-
ters among different cryoprobe configurations.
3.2 Comparisionof isothermbetweenconfiguration1and
2 for cryoprobe temperature at−126OC
Figures3.1,3.3 with different timings reperesent for configuration 1 and 2. Due to the
presence of central probemore heat exchange is available which results in frequent ther-
mal interaction between the ice balls. this effect is noticed at 30s for configuration 1 as
shown in 3.1. When it comes to configuration 2 only individual sub cooled ice ball can be
observedwithout any thermal interaction and coalescence is noticed at 60s. Thermal in-
teraction continued in either of configurations up to 150s. As the time goes on incresing
distance between any two isotherms reduces and thermal conductivity increases then,
the interaction of sub cooled ice balls occurs at lower temperature levels. It is also eve-
dent from figure 3.1 that all the isotherms have remarkable changes in configuration 1.
But, in the case of configuration 2 isotherm at −1100C has no any changes. finally it
attains approxiamtely a spherical shape. At the end of freezing process lethal and freez-
ing front travel 0.019m and 0.0255m respectively for configuration 1, when it comes to
configuration 2, 0.0185m and 0.025m respectively. Isotherms of configuration 1 is more
denser than the configuration 2 which causes effective necrosis of biological tissue. It is
observed from the figures 3.1and 3.2.
3.3 Comparisionof isothermbetweenconfiguration1and
2 for cryoprobe temperature at−196OC
Figures 3.4,3.6 shows except at 30s lethal and freezing front propagation for configura-
tion 1 and 2 at cryoprobe temperature −196OC are almost same for remaining timings.
At 30s configuration 2 has no appreciable growth in lethal front. whereas, in configu-
ration 1 lethal front moves very rapidly. As above said, thermal conductivity increases
with increase in time by reducing the distance between any two isotherms and ther-
mal interactions occur at lower level, in addition to this here cryoprobe temperature is
also decreased. So that the changes occured in slope of isotherms can be observed at
lower levels i.e at -1450C and−180OC for configuration 1. For configuration 2 change in
slope of -1450C isotherm observed at 90, 150, 300, 600s. Due to decrease in cryoprobe
temperature, Isotherm at −180OC in configuration 2 does not get the adequate amount
of temperature gradient. Whereas, in configuration 1 presence of central probe causes
active thermal interaction of all the isotherms. Even it is attained to spherical shape,
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Figure 3.1: Sectional view of isotherms for configuration 1 at -126 0C
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Figure 3.2: Symmetrical view of isotherm for configuration 1 at −126OC
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Figure 3.3: Sectional view of isotherms for configuration 2 at -126 0C
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steady state is not achived in either of the cases. at the end of freezing process lethal and
freezing front travel axially 0.024m and 0.034m for both configurations.
It is noticed that at the end of freezing process decrease in cryoprobe temperature
results is increase in individual lethal and freezing front volumes for both the configu-
rations, simultaneously the percentage of increase in lethal and freezing front volumes
with central probe towithout central probe is decreasing. It is also noticed that the lethal
front propagation is higher in axial direction than the symmetrical direction.
3.4 Comparisionof isothermbetweenconfiguration5and
6 for cryoprobe temperature at−126OC
Figures 3.7,3.8 and 3.9 show the isotherm generation for configuration 5 and 6 for cry-
oprobe temperature −126OC . Being central cryoprobe surrounded by six offset cry-
oprobes, at 30s: complete merging of ice ball can be observed for configuration 5. At
the same time for configuration 6 partial merging i.e up to lethal temperature occured.
The lethal and freezing front propagations in axial direction are same for configuration 5
and 6. Lethal and freezing isotherms aremore spherical for configuration 5 than config-
uration 6. Due to presence of central probe, temperature gradient in configuration 5 is
more than the configuration 6, so that in configuration 6 up to 90s there is no significant
change in isotherm at -110oC whereas in configuration 5 growth in isotherm at -110oC
taking place with respect to temperature. At the 90s iceball formed around the offset
cryoprobes in configuration 6 reached to approximately spherical shape, but the dis-
tance between the center to center of ice balls surrounded by offset cryoprobes are not
adequate to interact thermally. As the freezing time goes on increaseing, ice formation
around the offset probe increases which results in decrease in central distance of the
offset cryoprobes and increase in temperature gradient. At 150s the change in −110oC
isotherm can be observed. Coming to the configuration 5 presence of central cryoprobe
makes formation of ice centrally from the earlier timings.
3.5 Comparisionof isothermbetweenconfiguration5and
6 for cryoprobe temperature at−196OC
Figures 3.10,3.11 shows the generation of isotherms for configuration 5 and 6 at cry-
oprobe temperature −196oC . Due to decrease in cryoprobe temperature from −126OC
to−196OC , At 30s configuration 5 has completemerging of all sub cooled iceballs formed
around the offset cryoprobes with central probe, at the same time it is observed that
evaluation of isotherms at the lower levels for configuration 6. The complete merging
centrally for configuration 6 can be observed at 300s.
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Figure 3.4: Sectional view of isotherm for configuration 1 at −196OC
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Figure 3.5: Symmetrical view of isotherms for configuration 1 at −196OC
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Figure 3.6: Sectional view of isotherm for configuration 2 at −196OC
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Figure 3.7: Sectional view of isotherms for configuration 5 at −126OC
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Figure 3.8: Symmetrical view of isotherms for configuration 5 at −126OC
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Figure 3.9: Sectional view of isotherms for configuration 6 at −126OC
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Figure 3.10: Sectional view of isotherms for configuration 5 at −196OC
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Figure 3.11: Symmetrical view of isotherms for configuration 5 at −196OC
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Figure 3.12: Sectional view of isotherms for configuration 6 at −196OC
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Table 3.1: Thermo -physical properties of biological tissue
ρu 999 kg/m
3 L 194×103 J/kg
ρ f 921 kg/m
3 cb 4200 J/kg
oC
cpu 3230 J/kg
oC ku 0.325 W/m
oC
cp f 140+4.654(T +273) J/kg
oC k f 1.46+0.0038(−T )
1.156 W/moC
Tl −0.53
◦C Ts −8
◦C
3.6 Lethal front propagation
Cancerous cell destruction occurs due to extra cellular ice formation between the tem-
perature of -40C and -210C and intracellular ice formation temperature less than−40OC .
However lower end temperature−40OC called lethal temperature, is considered formea-
suring of destruction of cancerous tissue. The thermo-physical properties of a biolog-
ical tissue are listed in Table3.1 . The lethal front propagation for various configura-
tions are obtained on axial plane which coincide with the z-plane passing through the
middle of the active length of the cryoprobe (z=50mm). It is evident from the figures
3.1,3.4,3.7,3.12 that the lethal front propagation along the axial plane increases very
rapidly and reaches to steady state at the end of freezing process. Figures 3.2,3.5,3.8,3.11
depict that the propagation along the symmetrical direction differ from axial direction.
Propagation in symmetrical direction follows three phases. In first phase the propa-
gation of lethal front follows the same trend as that of axial plane because there is no
thermal interaction between the individual sub cooled iceballs formed around the cen-
tral and offset cryoprobes. Second phase starts at 24s and 18s for configuration 1 with
cryoprobe temperature−126OC and−196OC respectively, and there is a sudden change
in shape of the isotherms slope due to coalescence of individual sub cooled ice balls,
and this process is very rapid in the symmetrical direction while it is 24 s and 16 s for
configuration 5 at −126OC and −196OC respectively. Then, the third phase: sub cooled
ice ball formed around the offset and central cryoprobe unite together at 250s and 150s
for −126OC and −196OC temperatures, and attains steady state size slowly.
From the figures 3.1,3.4 the lethal front propagation for configuration 1 axial plane
(alongOA) at the end of freezing process of cryoprobe temperatures−126OC and−196OC
are approximately 0.018m and 0.024m. Similarly it is 0.02m and 0.025m for configu-
ration 5 from figures 3.7,3.10 . Figure3.13 depicts the lethal front propagation for the
configuration 1&5. figures 3.13a,3.13b show that lethal front propagation for cryoprobe
temperature−196OC is always ahead to cryoprobe temperature−126OC throughout the
freezing process, and the difference between these two increase with respect to time. It
is also evedent from the Table 3.2,3.3 . For the given freeze cycle of 10 min, the united
sub-cooled ice ball did not attain the spherical shape for the configuration 1 irrespective
of the cryoprobe temperatures. However, the sperical shape is attained for the configu-
ration 5 at around 250 s and 150 s with cryoprobe temperature of −126oC and −196oC
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Figure 3.13: Lethal front propagation with time; r OB is distance from O along line OB ,
r C A is distance fromC along line OA, and r O A is distance from O along line
OA (see figure1)
respectively. Though the united sub-cooled ice ball attained the spherical shape but it
has not reached the steady state for any of the cases during the freezing cycle of 10 min.
3.7 Freezing and lethal ice ball volumes
Figure 3.14 shows that the volume enclosed by freezing front −0.53OC and lethal front
−40OC for the cryoprobe temperature at −126OC and -196oC for different configura-
tions. Left hand side figures indicate the −126OC and right hand side figures indicate
the −196OC while top side figures indicate the frozen front volume, bottom side figures
indicate the lethal zone volumes. From the isothermfigures it is evident that the volume
enclosed by the frozen front isotherm −0.53OC is tedious for all configurations. Fig-
ures 3.1,3.4,3.7,3.10 depict at 30 seconds the volume enclosed by lethal front isotherm
first increases slowly and then there is change in volume, where the merging of two sub
cooled ice balls formed around the offset and central cryoprobe along the symmetry
plane rOB (see figure 1). This phenomenon is more pronounced at −126OC for all con-
figurations . Figure3.14 shows that the volume of ice ball with central cryoprobe is al-
ways ahead compared to the corresponding configuration without ice ball throughout
the freezing process. figures 3.1,3.4,3.7,3.10 depict that the difference in ice ball vol-
ume increases with increase in freezing time. Tables 3.2,3.3 shows the percentage of
increase in ice ball volume for frozen(−0.53OC ) and lethal(−40OC )zones at the end of
freezing process (10min) for different configuration at−126OC and−196OC respectively.
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Figure 3.14: Variation of frozen volume for different configurations
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Table 3.2: Percentage of increase in ice ball volume for frozen(−0.53OC ) and
lethal(−40OC )at the ed of freezing process (10min) for different configuration
for cryoprobe temperatures−126OC
Volume
of the
ice ball
Volume
of the
ice ball
% of
increase
in
Cryoprobe
Configuration with
central
probe
without
central
probe
iceball
volume
temperature
TP
1 65.77 62.62 5.03 −0.53OC
3 72.535 70.539 2.82 −0.53OC
5 77.310 75.932 1.81 −0.53OC
1 25.793 24.209 6.54 −40OC
3 29.433 28.455 3.43 −40OC
5 32.007 31.350 2.09 −40OC
Table 3.3: Percentage of increase in ice ball volume for frozen(−0.53OC ) and
lethal(−40OC )at the ed of freezing process (10min) for different configuration
for cryoprobe temperatures−196OC
Volume of
the ice ball
Volume of
the ice ball
% of
increase in
cryoprobe
Configuration with
central
probe
without
central
probe
iceball
volume
temperature
TP
1 113.83 109.10 4.335 −0.53OC
3 124.24 121.23 2.48 −0.53OC
5 131.59 129.54 1.582 −0.53OC
1 55.999 53.167 5.32 −40OC
3 62.678 60.835 3.02 −40OC
5 67.397 66.168 1.85 −40OC
The percentage increase in ice ball volume (obtained at
the end of freezing cycle, i.e. 10 min considering with and without central cryoprobe
configurations) decreases with increase in number of offset cryoprobe if they are kept at
same temperature.
The effect of cryoprobe temperatureTp on the percentage change in ice ball volumes
(both the frozen zone and the lethal zone) is presented in Table 3.4. It should be noted
that these values are obtained at the end of freezing cycle, i.e. after 10 min of freezing
operation. It is interesting to observe from the Table 3.4 that the percentage increase in
volume remains less than 75% for frozen ice ball volume, it is more than 110% for lethal
ice ball volume showing the strong dependence of tissue necrosis on the cryoprobe op-
erating temperature. Also, the increase in number of offset cryoprobe have insignificant
effect on the percentage increase in ice ball volumes.
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Table 3.4: Percentage increase in iceball volume,Vi , with cryoprobe temperature, TP
% increase in Vi
with a central
% increase in Vi
without a central
Frozen and lethal
Configuration cryoprobe, when
TP changes
cryoprobe, when
TP changes
front
from −126oC to
−196oC
from −126oC to
−196oC
temperatures
1 73.05 74.21 −0.53oC
3 71.29 71.87 −0.53oC
5 70.21 70.60 −0.53oC
1 117.18 119.58 −40oC
3 112.98 113.81 −40oC
5 110.53 111.07 −40oC
Figure3.15 shows the formation of iceball for frozen (−0.53OC ) and lethal zones
(−40OC ) for configuration 1 and 5. For comparision purpose volume obtained for the
far apart cryoprobe was also plotted. The figure 3.15 (a), (b),(c),(d) shows that −0.530C
iceball volume obtained by the far apart placed cryoprobes is always more than the
volume obtained by any other configurations,But it is reverse at -40oC for cryoprobe
temperature−126OC , being central probe surrounded by offset probes evalution of ice-
ball formed around the central probe resticted by offset cryoporbes which results in
high temperature gradient at the central cryoprbe and more heat transfer takes place.
The difference in volume between the studied configurations and far apart cryoprobe
is increases with decrease in cryoprobe temperature and increase in number of offset
cryoprobes. In studied configurations as the cryoprobe temperature decreasing from
−126oC to −196oC temperature gradient lower than the far apart cryoprobe, which re-
sults in volume enclosed by far apart cryoprobes higher than respective configurations.
From the figures 3.15 (b),(d) it is observed that with decrease in cryoprobe temperature
from −126OC to −196OC volume enclosed by the -40oC far apart placed cryoprobes is
greater than the corresponding configurations.
3.8 Ablation ratio
It is defined as the ratio of volume enclosed by ablative temperature, specific to tissues
−400C to the total frozen ice ball volume (−0.530C for this study). Figure3.16 depicts the
ablation ratio for different configurations for both the operating temperatures of cry-
oprobes, i.e. −1260C and −1960C . For comparative study, the ablation ratio of the far
apart placed cryoprobes is also presented.
Ablation ratio for far apart placed cryoprobe decreases monotonically and reaches
to steady state because of the blood perfusion and surrounding blood acting as a sink.
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Figure 3.15: Comparision of frozen volume variation
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Figure 3.16: Ratio of volume enclosed by −40oC ice ball to the total frozen volume for
different configurations
Table 3.5: Ablation ratio for different cryoprobe configuration after the 10min freezing
cycle
Configuration With central
probe
without
central probe
% of increase
in ablation
ratio
cryoprobe
temperature
(TP
0c)
1 0.392 0.386 1.55 −126OC
3 0.405 0.403 0.49 -126°C
5 0.414 0.412 0.2 -126°C
1 0.491 0.487 0.008 -196°C
3 0.504 0.501 0.005 -196°C
5 0.512 0.510 0.003 -196°C
Initially ablation ratio for different configuration is same as that of far apart cryoprobe.
Later on, there is a drastic increase in ablation ratio, after that steady state is attained.
These occurrences are due to colliding of any of the two ice ball surrounded by cry-
oprobe during the freezing process and becoming in to single spherical ice ball. From
the table3.5 it can be observed that the effect of cryoprobe temperature and number of
offset cryoprobes not noteworthy at the ending of freezing process. Ablation ratio for
different configurations are given in below table for different cryoprobe temperatures
after 10min freezing cycle. From the figure3.16 and table3.5 It is interesting to ob-
serve that irrespective of the number of cryoprobes and the operating temperature of
cryoprobes, central cryoprobe has not that much effect on the ablation ratio at the end
of freezing cycle. However, the effect of central cryoprobe can be noticed for freezing
duration between 0min to 3min of the freezing cycle. Also, the effect is more remarkable
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Table 3.6: Percentage of change in ablation ratio at whichmaximumdifference occurred
time.
With Without Maximum
Percentage
Time at which Cryoprobe
Configuration central central of increase maximum%
of
Temperature
probe probe in ablation
ratio
increase in
ablation ratio
1 0.5791 0.368 57.00% 52 s −126OC
3 0.6312 0.510 23.76% 46 s -126°C
5 0.670 0.578 16.00% 36 s -126°C
1 0.714 0.566 26.00% 32 s -196°C
3 0.754 0.687 09.75% 30 s -196°C
5 0.785 0.741 06.00% 26 s -196°C
for the case with less number of offset croprobes and with lower operating tempera-
ture of cryoprobe. Table3.6 gives the maximum percentage of increase in ablation ratio
for different configuration and their corresponding timings for respective temperatures.
From the table3.6 it is observed that as the number of offset cryoprobes increases the
maximumpercentage of increase in ablation ratio with central probe to without central
probe goes on decreasing, vice-versa, And it is also reduced with decrease in cryoprobe
temperature.
3.9 Cooling power requirement
Figure3.17 shows the cooling power requirement for the different configuration of cry-
oprobe temperatures and also cooling power requirement for far apart cryoprobes dur-
ing freezing process. Cooling power for the cryoprobe can be calculated by using given
formula:
Cooling power = k ∗ A∗ dt
dx
Where
1. K is thermal conductivity of frozen region adjacent to cryoprobe surface
2. A is the surface area of the active part of cryoprobe
3. dt/dx is the temperature gradient adjacent to active cryoprobe surface
From the figure 3.17 Initially the cooling power required by the far apart cryoprobe is
more but as the time goes on increasing cooling power required by the far apart cry-
oprobe attains steady state with respect to time in entire freezing process. The reason
is that during the starting of freezing process temperature gradient near the active sur-
face of cryoprobe is high, in that period cooling power will be in peaks. With precedence
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Figure 3.17: Cooling power absorbed by the cryoprobes
Table 3.7: Cooling power(in Watts) required by the different configurations at the end of
freezing process (10min)
Configuration
With
central
probe
Without
central
probe
% of increase
in cooling
power
Cryoprobe
tempera-
ture
TP
1 33.21 30.66 8.31 -126°C
3 35.17 33.14 6.12 -126°C
5 36.33 34.66 4.81 -126°C
1 54.54 50.37 8.27 -196°C
3 57.64 54.33 6.09 -196°C
5 59.46 56.73 4.81 -196°C
of time there was formation of ice around the cryoprobe. Hence temperature gradient
at the surface of the cryoprobe is being reduced. During this period the cooling power
required by the cryoprobe attains steady state. Being central and offset cryoprobes to-
gether with prescribed equal distance in the studied configurations, the temperature
gradient is less between the central and offset cryoprobes, which results in less cooling
power requirement than the far apart respective number of cryoprobes from starting
onwards. Cooling power required by the different configuration are given in below ta-
ble From the Table3.7 it can be observed that cooling power requirement increases with
increase in number of offset cryoprobes and also increases with decrease in cryoprobe
temperature keeping the other parameters same during the freezing process. It is also
interesting to observe that, as the number of offset cryoprobes increases, the percentage
of increase in cooling power with central probe to without central probe decreases. This
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Table 3.8: Cooling power(w) requirement and pecentage of increase in cooling power
at which the time, the maximum increase in percentage of ablation ratio ob-
tained for different configurations.
Ablation Ablation Maximum
% of
in-
crease
CryoprobeCooling Cooling % of
Confi
-
Time
ratio
with
ratio
with-
out
in ab-
lation
temperaturepower
with
power
with-
out
increase
in
guration
central
probe
central
probe
ratio TP central
probe
central
probe
cooling
power
1 52 s 0.5791 0.368 57 −126OC 59.58 57.01 4.5
3 46 s 0.6312 0.510 23.76 −126OC 66.36 67.13 1.16
5 36 s 0.670 0.578 16 −126OC 77.57 78.70 1.45
1 32 s 0.714 0.566 26 -196°C 111.5 103.6 7.5
3 30 s 0.754 0.687 09 -196°C 121.3 121.3 0.032
5 26 s 0.785 0.741 06 -196°C 133.4 135.9 1.85
shows the insignificant effect of central cryoprobe on higher cryoprobe configurations.
The below table depicts that the cooling power requirement and pecentage of increase
in cooling power at which the time, the maximum increase in percentage of ablation
ratio obtained for different configurations.
For increase in 4.5% of cooling power withcentral cryoprobe to without central cry-
oprobe for configuration 1 at 52 sec, the ablation ratio increased to 57% whereas it is
1.45% for configuration 5 at 36sec, ablation ratio increased to 16% keeping the both
configuration at -126oC . For decrease in cryoprobe temperature to −1960C , increase in
cooling power 7.5% and 1.85%, maximum pecentage of increase in ablation ratio 26%
and 6% for configuration 1 and 5 respectively. From this important note, it is observed
that the tissue necrosis can be done effectively with the effect of central cryoprobe at
lower cryoprobe operating temperatures.
Contribution to cooling power by central and offset probes can be defined as the ra-
tio of coling power of central cryoprobe to the cooling power absorbed by central and
offset probe or cooling power of offset cryoprobe to the cooling power absorbed by cen-
tral and offset cryoprobe. Figure shows 3.18 the contribution of cooling power for cen-
tral and offset cryoprobe with respect to time. The scope of this observation is to find
whethere the two cryoprobes are contributing to cooling power equally or not. It is in-
teresting to observe that the percentage of contribution to cooling power by either of the
cryoprobes independent of cryoprobe operating temperature. Due to symmetry of the
problemonly one offset cryoprobewas considered to calculate the percentage of contri-
bution to cooling power. The contribution to cooling power for central probe initially is
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Figure 3.18: Contribution of absorbed cooling power by the central and an offset cry-
oprobes
Table 3.9: Contribution of ratio of absorbed cooling power by central and offset cry-
oprobes.
Configuration Initial ratio of
cooling power
absorbde by
central probe
Initial ratio of
cooling power
absorbde by
offset probe
1 0.58 0.42
3 0.60 0.40
5 0.61 0.49
more and decreases with respect to time finally it attains steady state, while the opposite
nature is true for offset cryoperobe. The contribution to the cooling by central probe is
more than the contribution to cooling power by offset cryoprobe. Initially the central
cryoprobe is surrounded by offset cryoprobes, evaluation of of ice ball surrounded by
central probe restricted by offset cryoprobes. This causes a high temperature gradient
at the central probe compared to offset cryoprobes. This results, initially the absorbed
cooling power high at the central probe and lower at offset probes, with the passage of
time ice balls formed around the central and offset cryoprobes are united together and
forms a single iceball. If the distance between the any of the two offset cryoprobes is
more , the temperature gradient will be less and vice versa.
CHAPTER 4
Conclusion
In this study, the optimal parameters volume of ice ball around the cryoprobe, abla-
tion ratio, cooling power requirements were predicted and compared to maximise the
cell necrosis. The Percentage of increase in ice ball volume for frozen(−0.53OC ) and
lethal(−40OC )zones at the end of freezing process (10min) for different configuration
for cryoprobe temperatures −126OC and −1960C decreases with increase in offset cry-
oprobes. Ablation ratio increased by 57% for change in configuration 1 to configura-
tion 2 at freezing time equals to 52s at cryoprobe temperature−1260C, this increase is
reduced to 26% for −196OC at 32s. similarly for configuration 5 and 6, the values are
23.76%, 16.00% at -126oC at 46s, 36s and 9.75%, 6.00% at−1960C at 30s 26s. Also, the in-
crease in ablation ratio is found to decreasewith increase in number of offset cryoprobes
and ablation ratio can be achieved highly with least (configuration 1) configuration at
lower cryoprobe operating temperatures. cooling power requirement increases with in-
crease in offset cryoprobes and also increases with decrease in cryoprobe temperature.
Being central probe in configuration 1 more effective than any other configuration. For
configuration 1, increase in 4.5% of cooling power requirement at 52s gives the increase
in ablation ratio by 57% for cryoprobe temperature equals to −1260C. similarly at the
same operating condition for configuration 3 increase in 1.16% of cooling power re-
quirement, ablation ration increased by 23.76%. for configuration 5 increase in 1.45% of
cooling power requirement, ablation ration increased by 16%. By increasing the num-
ber of off set cryoprobes not only increse in cooling power requirement but also decrese
in ablation ratio. From this it can be concluded that the tissue necrosis maximise at the
lower configurationwith central probe, and significant effect of central probe can be ob-
served with less number of offset cryoprobes only. This information can be utilised to
maximise the tissue necrosis in cryosurgery.
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